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0. INTRODUCTION 
GIVEN AN action of a group G on a sphere, it is natural to ask if the action can in some sense 
be realized as a single or multiple suspension of an action on a lower-dimensional sphere. In 
many cases the answer to such questions have extremely far-reaching implications for 
problems of independent interest. For example, the entire classification theory of free 
involutions on spheres is built around the desuspendability question (compare Lopez de 
Medrano [25], Browder-Livesay [3]). In the theory of free involutions the group action on 
a suspension is chosen so that the involution interchanges the north and south poles of the 
suspension space. Of course there is another way of suspending a group action; one can 
choose the group action so that the north and south poles become isolated fixed points. The 
purpose of this paper is to consider group actions on spheres that resemble the lattersort of 
suspension for free actions on spheres. Specifically, we shall consider actions on spheres that 
have two isolated fixed points and are free on the complement of the fixed point set. 
We are mainly interested in actions of this type on S4, for if n 24 then one can give fairly 
standard necessary and sufficient conditions for a group action on S” to be the suspension of 
a free action on S”- ‘. More precisely, one can define two algebraic K-theoretic obstructions 
with values in the projective class group of H[G], and the action is a suspension if and only if 
both of these obstructions vanish (e.g., see Theorem A below). In contrast, one of our main 
results is that the sufficient conditions for other dimensions do not suffice for S4; in fact, we 
construct an infinite family of counterexamples. The proof that our examples do not 
desuspend requires a recent result of A. Casson on the vanishing of the Rochlin invariant of 
a homotopy 3-sphere [S] (see [16] for a description of Casson’s results and some further 
information). However, we show that a semifree action on S4 with two fixed points does 
have many of the properties of a suspension if the algebraic K-theoretic conditions are 
satisfied. Here is a formal statement of our conclusions: 
WEAK DESUSPENSION THEOREM. Let G be aJinite cyclic group acting semifreely on S4 with 
two fixed points, and assume that the projective obstructions in l?,(Z[G]) associated to both 
jixed points are trivial. Then the complement of thejixed point set W is a union of G-invariant 
compact cobordisms ( Wj; d, Wj, 8, Wj) where - CC <j< CO, such that the following hold: 
(1) Win W,=4 ifj#k or k= f 1. 
(2) wj~wj+,=a,wj=a,wj+,. 
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(3) Each Wj has the homotopy type of S3, and the inclusion of ai Wj induces an isomorphism 
in integral homology (however, ai Wj need not be simply connected). 
(4) There is a translation symmetry Ton W mapping each triad ( Wj; a, Wj, a, Wj) to the 
adjacent triad ( Wj+,; a, Wj+I, a, Wj+l). 
(5) There is a rejlection involution S on W that maps each triad ( Wj; a, Wj, d, Wj) 
orientation-reversingly to the triad ( W_ j_ 1; a, W_ j_ 1, d, W_ j_ 1). 
In particular, the fixed points have G-invariant neighborhood bases of contractible 
manifolds with boundary, all of which are equivariantly homeomorphic to each other. 
Furthermore, S4 with the given group action splits equivariantly into two copies of this 
contractible manifold, and there is a G-equivariant involution of S4 whose fixed point set is 
the common boundary. 
We also prove a classification theorem for group actions satisfying the hypotheses of the 
Weak Desuspension Theorem. Given two integral homology spheres Xi and C; we shall 
say they are H+-cobordant if there is a cobordism ( W, Ct, Cl) such that W is homotopy 
equivalent to S” and the inclusions of the X1 induce isomorphisms in integral homology: 
CLASSIFICATION THEOREM. The group actions satisfying the conditions of the preceding 
theorem are classified up to equivariant homeomorphism by equivariant H +-cobordism classes 
of homology 3-spheres with free G-actions. The latter are describable by a formal analog of the 
Sullivan- Wall surgery exact sequence. 
This paper has four sections. The first outlines the proof of the desuspension theorem in 
higher dimensions, and the second gives examples to show that the corresponding result 
fails in dimension 4. The Weak Desuspension and Classification Theorems are proved in 
Sections 3 and 4 respectively. 
The desuspension result in higher dimensions is really a special case of the Ribbon 
Theorem (see Siebenmann [32], [33]), which gives homotopy-theoretic riteria for recogniz- 
ing manifolds of the form N x [w where N is a closed manifold. The results of Siebenmann 
prove the Ribbon Theorem in dimensions 26; on the other hand, it has been known for 
some time that the Ribbon Theorem must fail in dimension 3,4 or 5 (compare [35]). Our 
examples of nondesuspendable group actions correspond to counterexamples to the 
topological Ribbon Theorem in dimension 4. Specifically, if C4 is a nondesuspendable 
group action as in Section 2 and F is the fixed point set, then the orbit space C* - F is a 
counterexample. 
The Weak Desuspension Theorem indicates a potentially useful framework for formu- 
lating 4-dimensional analogs of standard high-dimensional results such as the 
sufficient conditions for the existence of boundary collars for open manifolds 
(Siebenmann [26]; cf. [28]) and “ends of maps” problems (Quinn [30]). 
Some of the conclusions in this paper overlap with results of S. Weinberger (i.e., [44] and 
unpublished extensions of these results). In particular, this includes the surgery-theoretic 
construction of the nondesuspendable actions. Both authors are grateful to him for sharing 
his observations and opinions on the topics discussed here at several different times. The 
authors are also grateful to C. B. Thomas for providing a detailed discussion of his work 
with J. Hillman on the failure of the Farrell fibering theorem in dimension 4 (see [14] 
and [S]). 
1. THE HIGH-DIMENSIONAL RESULT 
As noted in the Introduction, there is a complete characterization of desuspendable 
semifree G-actions on S” if nZ4. By the geometrization theorems for group actions on 
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surfaces [7], every such action on S2 desuspends. If n=3 then the action is orientation- 
reversing and G must be Z,; in this case the desuspension result is due to G. R. Livesay [24]. 
In dimensions 26 the Ribbon Theorem of L. Siebenmann [32] yields complete necessary 
and sufficient conditions for an action to desuspend, and the ideas of 1321 can be combined 
with the low-dimensional surgery theorems of M. Freedman [lo] and F. Quinn [30] to 
yield the 5-dimensional case. 
THEOREM A. Let G act on S” (nr 5) semifreely with exactly twoJixed points (p+, p_}. 
Then there are projective obstructions a(~,), a(p_)E K(H[G]) such that the action desuspends 
if and only if both obstructions vanish. 
Proof It is immediate that the action desuspends if and only if (S”- {p+, p_})/G is 
homeomorphic to Y x [w where Y is a closed (n - 1)-manifold with universal covering S”- r. 
Siebenmann’s Ribbon Theorem provides complete necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
manifold to split as the product of a closed manifold with the real line, and thus in 
dimension 2 6 it is only necessary to check that W= (S” - {p+ , p- })/G fits into the setting of 
Siebenmann’s work. 
Since P/G = W u {p + , p _ } is compact and locally connected, it is immediate that W has 
two ends. The universal covering #‘is homotopy equivalent o P-r, and it follows that W 
is finitely dominated (compare [6]). For all values of n we may assume that W has a handle 
decomposition; if n 2 6 this is due to Kirby and Siebenmann (see [IS], Theorem 2.1, p. 104; 
cf. [36]) if n = 5 this is due to Quinn (see [30], Theorem 2.3.1), and if n =4 this is true because 
all open 4-manifolds are smoothable (compare Quinn [30], p. 508, and also [22], [23]). 
Using the handlebody decomposition of W we may write W’= L, uL_ as a compact 
cobordism such that aL, is contained in aLT (see Fig. 1). A criterion of Wall ([40], 
Theorem F, p. 66; also [41]) and the finite domination of the G-fold coverings L, +L, 
shows that the L, are finitely dominated. To show that the ends of Ware tame in the sense 
of Siebenmann, it remains to show that there are sequences of neighborhoods 
L,(l)zL,(2)zL,(3)~ . . . 
such that one has the following sort of commutative diagram: 
But this follows because one can choose the G-fold covers of the L,(j) to lie inside 
increasingly smaller open n-balls about p*; this means that the induced maps of funda- 
mental groups on the covering space level are all trivial (we assume n 2 4 so that [w” - { p+ } 
is simply connected). Therefore the methods of Siebenmann (see [32], pp. 13-14) yield 
projective class group obstructions 
Fig. 1. 
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The coefficients are twisted using the G-fold covers of L, , viewed as subsets of S”. By the 
results of [29] and [30], the classes a(p*) are the obstructions to finding cone-shaped 
neighborhoods of p+ having the form Cone (N, ), where N, is a closed manifold, provided 
n26. 
In dimension five the topological version of Siebenmann’s collaring result remains valid 
provided the fundamental group is small. As already noted by Siebenmann in [32], page 40, 
the difficulties in dimension five arise from the use of the Whitney trick. Freedman’s 
topological version of this process [9], the existence of 5dimensional handle decomposi- 
tions, and the analysis of Siebenmann’s proof combine to yield a 5-dimensional topological 
version of the collaring theorem (compare the proof of the stable version of Siebenmann’s 
result in [37] and the proof of [ll], Theorem 4.1). 
We may conclude the proof as follows: If the action on S” is a desuspension, then clearly 
the points p * have cone-shaped neighborhoods and accordingly g( p *) = 0. Conversely, if 
cr( ,)=O then 
W= N, x [0, E) u W, u N- x [0, E), 
where W, is some compact cobordism between N, and N- . Since the universal cover of W 
is S”- ’ x R, it is fairly straightforward to show that the inclusions of N, in W must be 
homotopy equivalences and W is homeomorphic to N, x R (compare Siebenmann [32], 
[35]). This completes the proof of Theorem A. 
There is alternate form of Theorem A in which the projective obstructions arise 
somewhat more naturally. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let G be aJinite group acting semifreely on S”(n 2 5) with exactly twofixed 
points. Then the following hold: 
(1) There is an equioariant splitting of S” as A+ u A-, where the interiors of A, are 
disjoint and 8A, = A+ nA _ . 
(2) For each such splitting as above, the G-manifolds A, are equivariantly dominated by 
finite G - C W complexes. 
(3) The G-action desuspends if and only if the G-finiteness obstructions of A * in the sense 
of [l] and [2] are trivial. 
Proof If the action desuspends, then we may choose A, =Cone X, where X is the 
common boundary. Since X/G is a compact topological manifold, it has the homotopy type 
of a finite C W complex, and from this it is immediate that S” = So * X has the G-homotopy 
type of a finite G - C W complex. 
In general, one can find splittings as in (i) using the existence of a handle decomposition 
(compare the proof of Theorem A). Since the manifolds A, are compact ANR’s and the 
actions are free except for a simple fixed point, a result of J. Jaworowski [17] implies that 
A, is a compact G - ANR and hence G-dominated by a finite G-C W complex. A 
comparison of the definitions shows that the projective obstructions a(~*) agree up to sign 
with the G-finiteness obstructions for A *. Thus the action desuspends if the latter obstruc- 
tions are zero. 
Existence of nondesuspendable actions. If n 2 6 and there is a free topological G-action 
on P-i, and R,(E[G])#O then it is possible to construct a semifree G-action on S” with 
two fixed points and o(p+) arbitrary. This follows from standard results on realizing 
elements of R,(Z[G]) as end invariants (compare [32]). It is not clear if all obstructions can 
be realized if n=4, but the following argument shows that at least some can be realized. 
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Consider the Ranicki exact sequence 
. . . + L:(G) + L;(G) : H4(Z,; &(Z[G]))+ . . . 
and let C* c&(Z[G]) denote all elements that represent elements in the image of 1 (recall 
that H4 (Z,; -) is a quotient of the projective class group). We claim that every element in 
the image of Z* can be realized as a(~*), and furthermore this image is nonzero if G = Qs 
(the quaternion group). 
To see this, take the Ranicki splitting 
and construct a normal cobordism Y+S3/G x S’ x [O, l] such that one boundary compo- 
nent maps by the identity, the other by a homotopy equivalence, and the surgery obstruc- 
tion is an arbitrary element u of L:(G). Now take the infinite cyclic covering of the second 
component of the boundary. This is the orbit space of a free G-action on S3 x [w. By 
construction the end invariant a@*) represents X(u) (see 1291 for background information). 
To see that X is nontrivial if G= Qs, one can use the computations of Cl33 and 
R,(H[Q,])=E, to show that X maps onto a nontrivial group. In fact, there are infinitely 
many such examples with suitable quaternion groups, and one can also construct similar 
examples for some cyclic groups. 
We conclude this section by mentioning an immediate consequence of the preceding 
examples that is relevant to a remark on page 67 of Siebenmann’s thesis [29]. 
(1.3) There exist 4manifolds whose ends are tame but have nontrivial end invariants in the 
appropriate projective class groups. 
2. NONDESUSPENDABLE CDIMENSIONAL EXAMPLES 
In this section we shall show that Theorem A does not extend to dimension 4, at least if 
G has even order. A similar example for G=Z, was described previously in a paper of 
S. Weinberger [44], and examples in other cases were also known to Weinberger. 
The crucial step is to construct free G-actions on homology 3-spheres with Rochlin 
invariant 8 mod 16. This in turn depends upon the surjectivity of the transfer map of Wall 
groups, 
L;(G; 1)+,$(1)=8h. 
If G is cyclic, this result appears explicitly in a paper of Wall [43] (see Section 3); if G is a 
2-group the result follows from [43], 5.1.4 (ii), together with 5.1.2 and the fact that G admits 
nontrivial l-dimensional orthogonal representation, and the general case can be read off 
from the 2-group case and the Mackey functor structure of L,(n) determined by inclusion 
and induction. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G be a Jinite group of even order that acts freely and linearly on S3. 
Then there are injinitely many pairwise inequivalent G-actions on S4 with the following 
properties: 
(1) The actions are semifree with exactly two fixed points {p+ , p_ }. 
(2) The associated projective class group obstructions a(~+) and a(~_) are both zero. 
(3) The action is not a suspension of a free G-action on a homotopy 3-sphere. 
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Remark. The results of Freedman imply that if Z is a homotopy 3-sphere, then Z x [w is 
homeomorphic to S3 x [w. Thus the unreduced suspension of a homotopy 3-sphere is always 
homeomorphic to S4. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let aE Li(G; 1) be an element that maps to the generator of 
L:(l)= 82 via the transfer, and V be a free 4-dimensional representation of G. Denote 
the unit disk and sphere of V respectively by D(V) and S(V). As in Milnor [27] and 
Wall [42]‘one can add 2-handles equivariantly to D( V) and thereby obtain a compact 
smooth 4-manifold P”( V, a) with the following properties: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
There is a smooth G-action on P4( V, a) that is free except at one interior point, at 
which the local representation is V. 
The boundary C( V, a) of P”( V, a) is an integral homology sphere with a free G-action. 
There is an equivariant degree 1 map ffrom C( V, a) to S(V). In fact there is an 
equivariant map from P( V, a)-jxed points to S(V) that extends the obvious map on a 
deleted neighborhood of the Jixed point (as in Wall’s theory). 
Let F=fx idI,,,]: 2( V, a) x [0, l]-S( V) x [O, 11. The results of Freedman and Quinn 
imply that F can be equivariantly surgered to a G-homotopy equivalence F’, with all 
surgeries disjoint form the boundary. Let T( V, a) be the domain of F’, so that the boundary 
aT( V, a) is just C( V, a)u -Z( V, a). Form the manifold T,( V, a) from T( V, a) x Z by 
identifying a+Z x { j} with a-c x { j - l}. By construction T,( V, a) has a free G-action and 
is properly homotopy equivalent o S3 x [w. It follows that the end point compactification of 
T,( V, a) is simply S4 and the free action on T,( V, a) extends to a semifree action S4( V, a) 
with two fixed points. (See [20], [21] for similar constructions.) 
We claim that S4( V, a) cannot be desuspended; we shall show that the existence of a 
desuspension contradicts Casson’s result on the Rochlin invariant of a homotopy 3-sphere. 
Suppose there is a free G-action on some homotopy 3-sphere C, such that S4( V, a) is the 
suspension of C, . Then it is possible to find disjoint G-invariant bicollared embeddings of 
C, and C( V, a) in S4( V, a) such that the complement of C, uZ(V, a) consists of three 
components { W+, W_ , W,>, with each of W, containing one fixed point and r0 = S4 
- { W+ u W-} an integral homology h-cobordism between x1 and C( V, a). To simplify our 
notation we denote m0 by X. 
If X were in fact a smooth manifold, then it would follow that the Rochlin invariants of 
C( V, a) and C, were equal. Unfortunately, we are not able to prove this, and to proceed 
further we must assume that G has even order. In any case we know that X/G is a compact 
topological manifold with trivial second Stiefel-Whitney class and smooth boundary. If 
T: X/G+ BTOP is the classifying map for the (stable) topological tangent bundle of X/G, 
then the smoothability of BX/G implies that the restriction of T to the boundary lifts to BO. 
Since TOP/O is a K(Z,, 3) through dimension 6, such a lifting on the boundary extends to 
all of X/G if and only if an obstruction in 
H4(X/G, dX/G; n3(G/TOP))= P, 
is equal to zero. Similarly, there is a relative lifting obstruction for X, and the two 
obstructions are related by the homomorphism 
H*(X/G, ax/G)-+H*(x, ax) 
induced by the covering projection. Since G has even order this map is zero in dimension 4 
with mod 2 coefficients. In fact one can say more. Suppose we give aX the unique spin 
structure compatible with the prescribed orientation. Then there is a lifting of the topo- 
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logical tangent bundle of X to a spin vector bundle such that the boundary inherits the 
given spin structure. In order to simplify the discussion we shall call a topological manifold 
N” with a class of liftings of the tangent bundle to BSpin a quasi-spin-manifold. Standard 
results in bordism and topological transversality (including dimension 4) imply that the 
cobordism groups of spin- and quasi-spin-manifolds are isomorphic. This means that the 
Rochlin invariant of a homology 3-sphere can be computed using quasi-spin-manifolds. 
Since C, and E( V, 2) are homologically h-cobordant and the cobordism is quasi-spin- 
cobordism, this means that the Rochlin invariants of both manifolds are equal. 
By construction, the Rochlin invariant of C( V, a) is equal to 8 mod 16 because Z( V, a) = 
aP(a) and P(a) is a framed 4-manifold with sgn(P(a))=sgn(cr)=g. On the other hand, by 
Casson’s result the Rochlin invariant of C, must be zero, and thus we have a contradiction. 
The source of this contradiction is our assumption that S4( V, a) desuspends and C, exists; 
thus S4( V, CI) cannot desuspend. 
To see that infinitely many distinct examples exist, first observe that there are infinitely 
many choices of c1 that can be distinguished from each other via the G-signature. We claim 
that S4( V, a) and S4( V, z’) cannot be the same if r and 3’ have different G-signatures. If there 
were a G-homeomorphism from S4( V, a) to S4( V, a’), then as above we could find an 
integral homology h-cobordism X (with free G-action) whose boundary would be Z( V, a) u 
- C( V, a’). Form a closed 4-dimensional manifold Y by gluing P( V, a) u - P( V, a’) to X 
along the common boundary. This is a semifree, locally linear G-action with two fixed 
points, and the local representations at the fixed points are given by V and - V. A result of 
Wall [42] states that the Atiyah-Singer G-signature formula holds for Y, and therefore the 
G-signature of Y must be zero. But the G-signature of Y is simply sgnc(a)-sgn,(a’), and 
thus sgn,(r) = sgn,(a’) if S4( V, a) and S4( V, a’) are equivariantly homeomorphic. 
The nondesuspendable actions on S4 constructed in this section all show that certain 
basic results on higher-dimensional manifolds do not extend to dimension four. Specifically, 
the topological 4-dimensional analog of Siebenmann’s collaring theorem fails, and as noted 
before the Ribbon Theorem also fails. The point at which the failure occurs can be described 
fairly precisely. If W= T,( V, r)/G, then W is a smooth 4-manifold with two stable ends in 
the sense of [32]. The fundamental groups of the ends E, , E_ are both stable and finitely 
presented (in fact, finite). Moreover, neither E, nor E_ admits a l-neighborhood; i.e., a 
manifold neighborhood (V, 8V) of an end E such that ~,(~V)ZZ,(V)ZZ~(E). This is where 
the higher dimensional argument breaks down, and the examples provide a solution to the 
following problem posed by Siebenmann in [32], p. 16: 
PROBLEM. Let W be an open smooth 4-dimensional manifold, and let E be an isolated end 
of W. Suppose 7~~ is stable at E and z~(F) is finitely presented. Does there exist arbitrary 
small l-neighborhood of E? 
Siebenmann proved in [32] that the analogous problem has always positive solution for 
manifolds of dimension 2 5. 
The construction also answers a question in [31] about exotic group actions on S’ x S3. 
The manifolds T,( P’, a) admit free proper discontinuous actions of h that commute with 
the G-action; specifically, the generator for this action sends the image of 7’, ( V, a) x (j} to 
If we take the quotient of this G-manifold by the Z-action we obtain a closed manifold 
X(a) homotopy equivalent to S’ x S3, but the free G-action is not equivalent to a standard 
free G-action on S’ x S3. However, low-dimensional surgery shows that X(a) is nonequi- 
variantly homeomorphic to S’ x S3 and therefore we have exotic G-actions on the latter. 
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A related but distinct class of exotic cyclic group actions on S’ x S3 has been constructed by 
J. A. Hillman and C. B. Thomas [14]. 
OPEN QUESTION. Does Theorem 2.1 extend to cyclic groups of odd order? 
According to a result of J. H. Rubinstein, every free Z,, action on S3 is equivalent to a 
linear action; a very brief sketch appears in [39], pages 50-51. On the other hand, the 
methods of [ 143 and this section yield nonlinear G-actions on S4 for all cyclic groups of odd 
order. We do not know if the Z,, actions constructed by these methods desuspend, but if 
they do the corresponding homotopy 3-spheres would have to be exotic. 
3. THE WEAK DESUSPENSION THEOREM 
Throughout this section we assume that G is a finite group acting semifreely on S4 
with two fixed points. Furthermore, we assume that the projective class group obstruc- 
tions at both fixed points are zero. Denote the fixed point set by f p+, p-}, and let 
W=(S4 - (p,, p_))/G. It follows that W has two ends and is homotopy equivalent to a 
finite 3-dimensional complex X. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There is an equivariant homotopy equivalence from S4 to the suspension 
OfX. 
Proof: Since W has two ends, there is a proper map from W to [w that induces a l-l 
correspondence on the sets of ends. Usingf and the homotopy equivalence from W to X it is 
elementary to construct an equivariant map F from S4 to the suspension xx. This map 
induces an isomorphism of fixed point sets, and it also has degree + 1. Therefore F is an 
equivariant homotopy equivalence if S4 has the G-homotopy type of a G - C W complex, or, 
equivalently, a G - ANR. But, as noted previously, a result of J. Jaworowski implies that S4 
is a compact G- ANR [17]. 
The next step is to convert the G-homotopy splitting of S4 into an equivariant geometric 
splitting along a codimension 1 submanifold. 
THEOREM 3.2. There is a locally Jlat, G-invariant homology 3-sphere V 3 in S4 such that 
each component of S4 - V contains exactly onefixed point and the closure of each component is 
a compact contractible manifold with boundary V. 
Proof The map F : S”-+Cr? can be approximated equivariantly by a map F, that is 
transverse to r? x (0) in Cr?. Thus F, induces a map of triads 
(S4; w+, W-)-&Z; c+x, C-8). 
If there were no fixed points, then one could combine the argument for A-splitting 
4-manifolds in [12] with Freedman’s 4-dimensional topological surgery to prove that the 
desired sort of splitting exists. We claim that the same techniques work in the case under 
consideration. There are two reasons for this. First, since there is only one fixed point there 
is no problem in choosing embeddings of spheres to miss the fixed point. This allows one to 
complete surgery up to the middle dimension. Also, the middle dimensional surgery kernels 
become stably free Z[G]-modules by the vanishing of the projective class group invariants. 
These are the only additions to the usual argument that are needed. 
A more careful analysis yields the following extension of Theorem 3.2: 
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THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that we are given a map F: S4 -+X8 as before and a splitting of F 
into maps 
F+:Y+-+(+l}u~x[b,l), 
F, : Y,+8 x [a, b], 
F_:Y_+{-l}uWx(-l,a], 
such that 8 Y0 = 8 Y+ u 8Y_, each map F, is a G-homotopy equivalence, and F,lk? Y, induce 
isomorphisms in integral homology. Let a’ and b’ satisfy - 1 <a’ <a 5 b < b' < 1. Then F is G- 
homotopic to a map F’ such that the following hold: 
(1) F’ splits into maps F’++, F;,, FL, F’_,, F’_ _ with codomains (+ l> u x x [b’, l), 
2 x [b, b’], _% x [a, b], 8 x [a’, a], and { - I} u rf x (- 1, a’] respectively. 
(2) The G-homotopy is constant on W, and neighborhoods of the jixed points. 
(3) Each of the maps in (1) is a G-homotopy equivalence, and each restriction to a boundary 
component induces an isomorphism in integral homology. 
The proof is really a relative version of the argument in 3.2. One makes F, and F- 
transverse to R x {b’} and 8 x {a’} respectively and then proceeds to split each of these 
maps. In both cases the map is already a homology equivalence on the boundary, so all 
surgeries can be done away from the boundary as well as the fixed points. 
This process can be repeated for infinite sequences of (a,} and {b,} whose limits are + 1, 
and the result is a splitting of & into an infinite family of well-behaved compact manifolds 
with boundary. 
Dejinition. Let (U; V,, U,) be a compact cobordism with U l-connected and 8U, =dU, 
=& We say that U is an H +-cobordism if the inclusions of aU, and aU, induce 
isomorphism in intlgral homology. 
Theorem 3.3 and the preceding discussion then yield the following: 
COROLLARY 3.4. There is a decomposition of W as union of compact H+-cobordisms Wj 
(where -oO<j<oo)such that Wjn Wj,, =c?+ W,=a_ Wj+, and Wjn W,=I$ iflj-kl>l. 
Of course, in the linear case one can take Wj c R4 to be the set of all vectors x #O such 
that j I logi XI 5 j + 1. The preceding examples how that in some cases one cannot improve 
the H +-cobordisms to honest h-cobordisms. 
The next result is a step toward proving the first part of the Weak Desuspension 
Theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The decomposition in 3.4 can be chosen so that a+ W,ra_ Wj for all j 
(hence all are homeomorphic to d- W) and even so that Wjz W, for all j. 
Proof of 3.5. Let Njz a_ Wj x C-E, E] be a closed bicollar on neighborhood of a_ Wj 
that is contained in Int Wj_ 1 u S- Wj u Int Wj. Also let Qj be given by a_ W, x I ifj=O, by 
w,u . . . u Wj_l if j>O, and by W_ju.. . u W- 1 if j<O. Let P be the union of 
Wx[-l,O] with u(j>xQjx[-&,E] by identifying NIX(O) with {j}xa_Qjx[-&,&I 
if j 2 0 and with (j} x d, Qj x C-E, E] if j < 0. (See Fig. 2.) 
It follows that P is a proper h-cobordism, one of whose ends is W. By construction, the 
other end of P has the form 
. . . +wo+w,-w,-w,+w,+w,+w*-w,-w,-w,+w,+w,+ . . . 
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Fig. 2 
By regrouping terms we can decompose this manifold as union of H+-cobordisms, each of 
whose boundary components is homeomorphic to 8 _ W,. We claim that the inclusion of W 
in P/G is in fact a simple homotopy equivalence, where simple homotopy for noncompact 
spaces is defined as in Siebenmann [34]. According to [34] Theorems I and II there is an 
abelian group of proper homotopy structures on W given by the following exact sequences: 
O-+S,( W)+S( wp R,(7c,(&))-x,(?T,(X)) 
Whq(~)-+ Whq(X)+&,(X)+ Whq(d)+O. 
Here TIN denotes the fundamental groups of the two ends of W (take the direct sum of the 
groups for each end), and the fourth term in the second sequence comes from !im’ xi(s). In 
our construction the inverse system ni(s) contains a cofinal sequence of isomorphisms, so 
this term will vanish. Similarly, for each end E* the induced map from x1(& *) to rc,(X) is an 
isomorphism, and therefore the first arrow in the second line is a split surjection. It follows 
that S,( W)=O. In the first line the map 6, gives the projective obstructions at the ends of 
the object Q in the proper homotopy structure [WE Q] E S( W). If we let Q = P/G, then the 
projective obstructions are zero by construction, and therefore [ W s Q] = 0 E S( W ). 
In higher dimensions this would imply that P is equivariantly a product by the 
formalism of [34]. However, one can use the results of Freedman to prove a topological 
version when dim P= 5 and the fundamental groups of the ends are very stable; the 
l-connected case is treated specifically in [9], Chapter 10. 
We next show that the Wj’s may all be chosen to be the same. Let Z be an oriented 
homology 3-sphere with free G-action, let E* = Z/G, and let 1(x*) be the semigroup of 
oriented homeomorphism classes of H+-cobordisms U with aU=Z* u -Z*. Then 
Whitehead torsion defines a homomorphism t from 1(x*) to the Whitehead group WhG. 
The kernel i&*) is the set of all simple H*-cobordisms from C* to itself. This may be 
studied by surgery theory exactly as in the linear case (see [4], [19]). In particular, the Wall 
group L”,(G) acts transitively on &(C*). Furthermore, the Wall group action and the binary 
operation + on &(E*) defined by end to end stacking are related by the identity 
(aa’)(u + u’) = au + a’u’. 
Specifically, if u E&(C*) then u + u =QU, some UEL~(G); if u0 =( --a)~, then the map 
b-+bu, defines a surjective homomorphism from L;(G) to A@*). 
From this and elementary algebra it follows that &,(Z*) is a finite abelian group. But it is 
now immediate that 1(x*) is also a group with the same unit. Therefore the H +-cobordisms 
in questions are invertible in a suitable sense. If U denotes the unit, then a standard 
argument (compare [38]) shows that a union of H +-cobordisms Wj with d Wj= C* u - C* 
is homeomorphic to a union of infinitely many copies of U. 
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The next result is a step towards proving the second assertion of the Weak Desuspen- 
sion Theorem. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The H+-cobordism W, in 3.5 may be chosen such that there is an 
orientation reversing G-diffeomorphism r: W, + W, that interchanges the two components qf 
the boundary. 
Proofof3.6. We begin by observing that the unit U in %(Z*) has a homeomorphism of 
the prescribed type. Consider the algebraic involution on A@*) given by reversing the 
orientation (geometrically speaking, stand an H +-cobordism on its head). This involution 
must send the unit to itself. Since the proof of 3.5 shows that we may take W,= U, this 
completes the argument. 
PROOF OF THE WEAK DFSUSPENSION THEOREM 
Given a free G-action on a homology sphere Z, we shall construct two group actions 
with decompositions as in 3.5 such that W, is the unit H+-cobordism from X,/G to itself. 
One action will satisfy the translation condition in conclusion (4) of the theorem, and the 
other will satisfy the reflection condition in conclusion (5). We shall then prove that all 
group actions formed by stacking infinitely many copies of U (as in 3.5) are equivalent. Since 
every action that has trivial projective invariants and contains Z as a bicollared G-invariant 
submanifold has a decomposition of this type by 3.5, it follows that every such action is 
equivalent to both of the examples mentioned above. Thus every action must have 
translation and reflection maps. 
Construction ofexamples. To construct a group action with a translation map, form the 
quotient U* of U x E modulo identifying 8, U x {i} with 8-U x {i+ I} via the canonical 
identifications of the boundary components of U with X. It is immediate from the 
construction that the translation map (x, i)-(x, i+ 1) passes to a translation homeomor- 
phism on U * with the desired properties; since the associated group action on S4 is the end 
point compactification of the universal covering of U*, it follows that this group action has 
the desired equivariant ranslation. To construct a group action with a reflection, let I’+ be 
the nonnegative part of U * (i.e., all points with representatives having nonnegative second 
coordinates). Then I’+ is a noncompact manifold whose boundary is X/G. Take the 
involution on V+ x [ - 1, l] that is the identity on the first coordinate and multiplication by 
- 1 on the second, and set W equal to the boundary of this manifold; the end point 
compactification of the universal covering of W will define the desired action on S4 if M 
S3/G. Then there is a G-equivariant decomposition as in Corollary 3.4 with Wi= U if i is 
nonnegative and Wi = - U if i is negative. By 3.6 we know that U = - U, so that W is in fact 
given by stacking infinitely many copies of U. 
The following result is the crucial step in proving that all actions formed by stacking 
copies of U are equivalent: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let U be the unit H+-cobordism from C/G to itself, and let g be an 
orientation-preserving self-homeomorphism of C/G. Then the homeomorphism g v g on 
C/G u Z/G extends to a homeomorphism of U. 
Proof of 3.7. By obstruction theory the map g ug extends to a homotopy self- 
equivalence h of W, and this extension is unique up to homotopy rel the boundary. In fact, g 
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determines a group automorphism of the relative structure set S,,,(U, aI,J) by sending the 
equivalencef: ( W, 8 W)+( U, aU) to hf: Since a group automorphism sends the unit to itself, 
it follows that h represents the unit in the relative structure set. By the appropriate form of 
the s-cobordism theorem this means that h is homotopic to a self-homeomorphism of U by 
a homotopy that is fixed on the boundary. 
The uniqueness of stacking constructions is a direct consequence of 3.7 and standard 
cutting and pasting considerations. Here is a precise statement of the uniqueness theorem: 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Given and indexed sequence of orientation-preserving homeomorphisms 
G= (9”) on C/G (indexed by Z), let U, (G) be given by U x Z with a+U x {i} identijed to 
a- U x {i + 1) by gi. Then U, (G) is homeomorphic to U, (J), where J is the sequence with all 
elements equal to the standard identijication of the components of dU. 
Proofof3.8. Let U, and Uk be the images of U x {n} in U, (J) and U, (G) respectively. 
Define a self-homeomorphism h, of a+ U by the identity if n =O, by j”g; i . . . g,=‘i if n >O, 
and by j-“g-i . . . g-. if n<O. By 3.7 there is a homeomorphism H, from U; to U, that 
extends h, u h,. Define a homeomorphism from U, (G) to U, (J) by taking the union of the 
Z&. A routine computation as in [IS], pages 184-185, shows that this map and its inverse 
are well-defined. 
Since 3.5 implies that every group action is given by the end point compactification of 
the universal covering of some U, (G), this completes the proof of the uniqueness assertion 
and the Weak Desuspension Theorem. 
4. THE CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
As noted in the Introduction, the methods of Section 3 and higher-dimensional 
techniques lead to a complete homeomorphism classification of group actions on S4 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(4.1) G acts semifreely with exactly two fixed points {p,, p-}. 
(4.2) The projective obstructions a(~+), a(p_) are both zero. 
(4.3) The space of free orbits Y=(S4 - {p+, p_ })/G is homotopy equivalent to a fixed 
finite C W complex X. 
Of course, we can take X to be a 3-dimensional spaceform, but there are other possibilities. 
For example, following Milgram [26] we can take X to be a finite complex with rti(X)= G 
and universal covering homotopic to S3, such that G does not act freely and linearly on S3 
but G acts freely on some homology 3-sphere x3 with f: x3/G-+X a twisted Z[G]- 
homology equivalence (see [26], Remark 6.11, p. 251). The results of [lo] imply that the 
product map fx id,, can be surgered to a homotopy equivalence f’:X,-rX, and the 
endpoint compactification of the universal covering of X, will yield a semifree G-action on 
S4 with all the desired properties. 
We begin by formalizing one point that is implicit in the proof of the Weak Desuspen- 
sion Theorem. 
LEMMA 4.4. Suppose that G acts on S4 satisfying (4.1H4.3) and that C3 s S4 - {p+ , p- > is 
a G-invariant bicollared homology 3-sphere such that the inclusion induces an isomorphism in 
integral homology. Let W * be the H +-cobordism from x3/G to itself that deJnes the unit in 
the group A(Z3/G) of H +-cobordisms, and let W be its universal cover. Then the action of G on 
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S4 is topologically equivalent to the two point compacti$cation of the induced free action on 
W,=uWx{n} (modulo the ident$cationofd+ Wx{n} with Z_Wx{n+l}). 
The results of Section 3 imply that the group action in the preceding sentence is 
independent of the choice of identifications. 
Proof of Classification Theorem. We claim that the group actions in question correspond 
bijectively to equivariant H+-cobordism classes of free G-actions on homology 3-spheres ZE3 
such that C3/G is Z[G]-homology equivalent to the given complex X. Given Z3 one 
constructs the group action as in Lemma.4.1. If C, and x1 are equivariantly H +-cobordant 
via some cobordism V, then 
U=(-Vu w,u V)x[O, l] 
has a boundary that can be decomposed as V_ u W, u V+ u WI where V- and V+ 
are G-homeomorphic to V and WI is some H’- cobordism from C, to itself and W, is the 
unit H+-cobordism from & to itself. (See Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. 
Let a(Z) be the group action on S4 given by the construction in Lemma 4.1. Construct a 
proper h-cobordism 
U,=uUx(n} modulo V+x{n}=V_x{n+l}. 
Then aiJ, =a,U, u 21 U,, where doU, is equivariantly homeomorphic to a(&)- (p+ , 
p_ > by construction and Z1 U, is equivariantly homeomorphic to o(C,)- {p+, p-} by the 
lemma. Therefore a(&,)-{p+,p_} and a(X,)-{p+,p_) are equivariantly homeomorphic 
by the 5-dimensional version of the proper h-cobordism theorem. Taking end point 
compactifications, we see that a(&,) and a@,) are also equivariantly homeomorphic. 
It follows that (r gives a well-defined map from equivariant H+-cobordism classes of 
homology spheres to group actions on S4. 
The Weak Desuspension Theorem implies that e is onto, so it remains to show that c is 
one-to-one. However, if a(C,)za(Z,) then as usual we obtain a compact cobordism N4 
with free G-action such that iiN = C, u C, and the inclusions of the xi in N4 induce 
homology equivalences. In fact, we can find bicollared embeddings of the Ci such that N4 
decomposes equivariantly as U, u N, u U,, where Vi is the unit H +-cobordism from & to 
itself and N, is isomorphic to N. Furthermore, we can choose N so that for each i both 
components of S4 - Ci are simply connected. From this and the Seifert-van Kampen 
Theorem we see that N is simply connected and hence an H +-cobordism between C, 
and Zi. 
Finally, we claim that the set S’(X) of H+-cobordism classes over X is described by a 
standard Sullivan-Wall exact sequence: 
. . . -L;(G)-+S+(X)+[X; F/O]-+Lh,(G). 
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This follows because (i) homology surgery with Z [nI(X)]-coefficients in dimension 3 works 
exactly like ordinary surgery in higher dimensions (compare [12], [26], [44]), (ii) topo- 
logical surgery in dimension 4 works for manifolds with finite fundamental groups. 
Remark. In all higher dimensions one has a similar classification by Theorem A and the 
usual surgery exact sequence. 
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